


Welcome to the world of viticulture and wine! 
Hameau Dubœuf in figures

The Hameau Dubœuf opened its doors in 1993. 
This wine theme park revealed its origins and the 
secrets of its vineyards and wine-making 
techniques.

The Hameau Dubœuf offers:
 4 sites to visit
 40 different themes amongst the different sites, which 

grew from 10,000m2 in 1993 to 30,000m2 in 2012
 2000 years of history on the subjects of wine and 

viticulture
 3,000 collectors items
 500 vintage posters

100,000 visits each year
2,000,000 visits since it’s opening
open 7 days a week and 364 days a year

Visits in :



The entrance rrrrrrThe entrance rrrrrr



The museologyrrrrrrThe museologyrrrrrr

More than 2000 years 
of history! 
Hameau Dubœuf has 
accumulated a 
collection of more 
than 3000 artefacts 
that date back to 2000 
years of the history 
and evolution of wine 
making. 
An extraordinary 
voyage of discovery 
that will incite 
curiosity and captivate 
the true connoisseurs 
of viticulture. 



The museologyrrrrrrThe museologyrrrrrr



The wine cellarsrrrrrrThe wine cellarsrrrrrr

The wine cellars are 
used for the ageing of 
wine in oak barrels, 
such as the ‘Moulin à 
Vent’ of the 
Beaujolais region and 
the ‘Pouilly-Fuissé’ of 
the Mâconnais region. 



The room of ampelographyrrrrrrThe room of ampelographyrrrrrr



Mon BeaujolaisrrrrrrMon Beaujolaisrrrrrr

‘Le Toine’ is a 
winemaker from the 
Beaujolais region. He is 
a rather grumpy old 
man, but his grandson 
manages to persuade 
him to tell the visitors 
of Hameau Dubœuf 
about the history of his 
land. It is the beginning 
of an incredible 
immersive experience 
and is the newest 
attraction of Hameau 
Dubœuf. Sitting in Le 
Toine’s wine-cellar, the 
visitor starts upon a 
magnificent voyage 
through time.



Mon BeaujolaisrrrrrrMon Beaujolaisrrrrrr

Thanks to its 
projections and special 
effects, visitors are 
taken on a journey 
through the ages. From 
the Roman invasion to 
the industrial 
revolution of the 19th 
Century, lasting 15 
minutes, you will 
become actors in the 
beautiful history of the 
Beaujolais by learning 
about the often harsh 
lifestyles of 
viticulturists as well as 
the evolution of the 
climate and nature of 
the Beaujolais region. 



Cine’UprrrrrrCine’Uprrrrrr

Climb aboard the 
simulation pods and 
move along to the 
projections on the two 
giant screens. Visitors 
will be able to discover 
the beauty of the 
scenic Beaujolais and 
Mâconnais landscapes.. 



The 3D film: ‘La R’Vole’rrrrrrThe 3D film: ‘La R’Vole’rrrrrr

This 3D film is based 
on the theme of the 
celebrations that take 
place at the end of the 
wine harvest, with 
famous personalities: 
Bernard Pivot, 
Christian Marian and 
famous chef Paul 
Bocuse.



The exhibition hallrrrrrrThe exhibition hallrrrrrr

The exhibition 
hall of advertising 
posters. These 
are originals, 
certain posters 
date back to the 
beginning of the 
20th century. 



The place that time forgot rrrrrrThe place that time forgot rrrrrr

The place that time 
forgot is a 
reconstruction of the 
hall of a railway 
station in the 1900s.
The murals, painted 
by a Lyonnais artist, 
represent the well-
known sites of the 
south of the 
Beaujolais region, the 
region of the yellow 
stone buildings, and 
right up to the 
Mâconnais region.



The place that time forgot rrrrrrThe place that time forgot rrrrrr



The organ roomrrrrrrThe organ roomrrrrrr



With our décor based on the style of Parisien Caberet,



The organ room rrrrrrThe organ room rrrrrr



The former freight stationrrrrrrThe former freight stationrrrrrr



The wine and gift shoprrrrrrThe wine and gift shoprrrrrr

The wine and gift shop of 
500m2 , and its wine 
experts, welcome 
visitors every day of the 
year. The wine and gift 
shop of Georges Dubœuf
has multitude of different 
viticulture paraphernalia 
on offer. You will, of 
course, find a large 
selection of the wines of 
Georges Dubœuf, as well 
as other wines from 
vineyards in both France 
and abroad: Beaujolais, 
Bourgogne, Bordeaux, 
Vallée du Rhône, 
Champagne… 



The wine and gift shoprrrrrrThe wine and gift shoprrrrrr



THE 1ST PARC OF VITICULTURE AND WINETHE 1ST PARC OF VITICULTURE AND WINE

ROMANECHE THORINS - FRANCE


